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Who and what is the NSSG?
• The Nuclear Industry Skills lead and provides ‘one
voice’ to government
• It comprises:
• major employers who have the plans and the
expenditure to drive the major developments
in the nuclear sector
• government departments responsible for
nuclear development and skills leadership
• a representative of the trade unions in the
nuclear industries

Organisation
National Nuclear Laboratory
Ministry of Defence
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
EDF Energy
NuGen
Horizon Nuclear Power
CGN
Royal Navy
BEIS

DfE
Welsh Government
NSAN Employer Advisory Board

• It is accountable for developing a nuclear skills
strategic plan to address the key risks to skills and
resources facing the industry, as it approaches a
time of unparalleled growth
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Office for Nuclear Regulation
ECITB
TUC (Prospect)

Supported by: Cogent Skills

NSSG – sector-wide coverage

Sellafield site
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HMS Astute

Sizewell B

Wylfa

Nuclear Skills Challenges – Within the Next Decade







AGR extensions and Closure Programme
LWR New Build – 18 GWe
Geo Disposal Facility
Pu Disposition
From reprocessing to direct disposal
Further nuclear expansion and digital developments – e.g
 SMR development
 Digital Upskilling – NSSG will now look at scoping future skills
requirements – nuclear behind the curve
 Also need for greater diversity, productivity and cost savings

At a time of an ageing nuclear workforce with the challenge
of transferability to the next generation…
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Nuclear Timeline beyond the next decade
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Overall UK nuclear workforce demand current analysis

 Total workforce demand is expected to grow from ~88,000 in 2017 to ~101,000
in 2021
 Average “inflow” is ~7,000 FTEs per annum (more than double current rate)
 22% of the workforce is female (28% in civil, 12% in defence)
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Principal Skill Gaps
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Regional Developments – “Place”
 “Place” is an important aspect of Industrial Strategy
 Requires joined-up thinking between Government and the
devolved administrations
 Plans for local Industrial Strategies that build on local
strengths
 NSSG already working with Local Enterprise Partnerships
(LEPs)
 Plans afoot for Regional Skills Advisory Panels that will
match skills and provision – piloted in Piloted in 6 LEP
areas including (Greater Manchester, West Midlands,
Cornwall, Greater Lincolnshire, Lancashire, Leeds and
Thames Valley.)
 Establishment of new Institutes of Technology linked to
leading universities, in every major city in England
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Northwest Demand
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Northwest required inflow

Average inflow to 2023: ~1700/year
Levels 1 & 2: 490/year
Levels 3 & 4: 750/year
Levels 5 & 6: 340/year
Levels 7 & 8: 130/year
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Northwest Training

•
•
•
•

Level 2: Intermediate (equivalent to GCSE)
Level 3: Advanced (equivalent to A level)
Level 4,5, 6,7: Higher (equivalent to foundation degree and above)
Level 6, 7: Degree (equivalent to Batchelor’s or Master’s degree)
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Changing the Sector’s Workforce DNA
 Women today are working as nuclear engineers, project
managers, inspectors, chemists, senior managers and so on
 Currently fewer than 25% of these skilled nuclear workers are
female.

 Target to see this increase to 40% of the workforce1
 NSSG leading on a wider diversity and inclusion project, with
support from WiN

 Generating a map of what already exists, and engaging with
employers on how to apply existing tools and best practice
 Supports us in closing the skills gap

 And diversity is correlated with both profitability and value
creation2.
 Not always easy – but we need to do what’s right
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1.
2.

Sustaining our Nuclear Skills 2015
McKinsey – Delivering Through Diversity 2018

Diversity Builds Better Business
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Women in the Northwest SLC workforce
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Diversity of thought: bringing in talent from other Sectors
 Benefits also come from diversity of thought
 Need to see transfers from other sectors to address
demand
 NSSG Workforce Assessment sets our requirement
for around 20% coming from other sectors
 Supported by ECITB, we are already in dialogue, with
Oil and Gas sector and Armed Forces.
 Having common standards will help to encourage
transferability
 Use of Industry Training Boards (ITCB) levy could also
support in these goals.
 National College for Nuclear provides excellent
opportunities to create a transferable curriculum
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Demand plus Risks = Strategic Plan development

Strategic Themes
• Meeting the Demand
• Training Infrastructure and
Provision
• Training Standards and
Qualifications
Enabling Themes
• A clearly defined delivery
model
• An agreed nuclear timeline
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NSSG Delivery Plan now Underway
Evidence

Risk Analysis

Themes

Strategic
Plan



The programme manages, drive progress towards and
oversees the delivery of skills programmes, activities and
initiatives for the UK nuclear industry



Work includes optimising and monitoring the nuclear skills
related activity of bodies and associations in the skills
system



Oversees provision of skills products and services to the
nuclear industry which align with the Plan



Integrates with Nuclear Sector Deal



Integrates with Regional Skills Plans
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Detailed
Delivery
Plan

Demand
being met

People Proposals for a Nuclear Sector Deal
 NSSG – single voice to the Sector on Skills
 Delivery of NSSG Strategic Plans
 Alignment of national and regional initiatives
 Robust understand of Skills Demand
 Apprenticeship Pilot
 Increase the numbers
 Regional Pilots
 Increase diversity
 Subject Matter Experts
 Increase in PhDs
 Level 8 Trailblazer Standard
 Transferability and mobility between sectors
 Pilot for sectors jumpers – e.g Oil and Gas
 Potential to extend NCfN hubs
 STEM Education
 Nuclear champion for T Levels
 Simulation Facility in the Regions
 State of the Art facilities
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NSSG Key Outputs Timeline
2018

2017

Updated
Nuclear
Workforce
Assessment and
Timeline

2019

Simplified skills
Optimal
landscape
SME development
Entry to
workforce
operating
accelerated through
nuclear
mobilisation for
model
Industry and academia
sector
new build
collaboration
simplified
construction
Supply side
Communication Strategy for attracting
modeling for
and retaining a more diverse workforce
fragile skills

2020

Skills retention
through transfer and
redeployment of skills
and knowledge

Recognised and transferrable Diversity
STEM
initiatives
Nuclear curriculum and
Outreach
communicated
qualifications
Leverage and collaboration of high quality providers and
Continuous pipeline of skills at all levels
facilities

Training
collaboration
Visible and
model
standardised career
established
and competence
framework
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Training provision
directory available
Common standards for
skills for the nuclear
industry

Apprenticeship

levy pilot
complete

Group
schemes
(Accelerated
Experience
and Learning)
implemented

Apprentices
mandated in
contracts

Some Delivery Example Successes to Date
 Issued latest LMI report for 2017 – Nuclear Workforce
Assessment
 Leading on Skills Dimension of Government Nuclear Sector Deal
 New Nuclear Gateway platform: matching talent surplus to
nuclear jobs across the sector www.nucleargateway.co.uk
 Apprenticeship Standards Map published
 Bursary scheme launched for transferees into the sector
 Data sharing mobilization project – to ensure skills for peak
demand
 Accelerated Experience and Learning Programme (AELP) to
support sector transferees (eg. Oil and Gas)
 Subject Matter Experts Working Group: accelerated time to
expertise being developed
 Knowledge Management Programme, in partnership with YGN
 Tomorrow’s Engineers, STEM Outreach programme with
EngineeringUK to be launched at Big Bang Fair
Enabling Diversity and engaging our Next Generation are key to our future success
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UK Nuclear: an exportable capability
• UK is a pioneer in nuclear (1950s) - across
nuclear lifecycle from design & operation,
decommissioning & waste management

• Huge potential to export skills to support new
nuclear energy developments across the world
• Decommissioning expertise also in demand as
other countries shut down older reactors
• Strong and expert supply chain - potential to
market world-leading nuclear capability
• Continue to build capability to commercialise
our international offer and intellectual property
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In Summary
• UK is a pioneer in nuclear (1950s) - our people are world
leading
• There’s lots of work for our sector for years to come and
we need;
• Nuclear skills and
• Skills for Nuclear
• A diverse workforce is essential to reap the rewards
ahead
• Huge potential to export skills to support nuclear energy
and decommissioning internationally
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